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DUTIES OF BOARD MEMBERS 

President: Magnus Lysfjord (Norwegian) 

Contact: 91680446, magnus01lysfjord@gmail.com 

 Representation of ISU Agder to all local authorities 

 Clearly Delegates responsibilities. 

 Ensures that ISU Agder remains an organization of its members and not of one person or a select 

group of individuals. 

 Acting as chairperson at ISU Agder Executive meetings and General Assemblies. 

 It is the responsibility of the President (and/or appointed delegate) to encourage debate  and 

discussion, but also to bring issues to a vote or have them tabled for further discussion at a future 

meeting. 

 Motivate, assist and navigate Executive Board members in their tasks. 

 Representation of ISU Agder at meetings of the ISU Norway. 

 Act as representative of, and prominent spokesperson for, the ISU Agder at various forums. 

 Endorses financial decisions. 

 Sign the official documents and papers, co-signs bank account and financial reports with the 

Treasurer and is responsible of ISU Agder finances. 

 It is the President’s responsibility to provide proper training to the next elected President at the 

outset of each academic year, in order to ensure continuity of ISU Agder. 

1st Vice President: Alisa Nilsen (Norwegian) 

Contact: 95809886, alisanilsen@outlook.com 

 Assist the president in all listed duties as delegated by the President, most importantly, the primary 

focus will be on the expansion of ISU Agder. 

 Function as President in the absence of the President. In this case the Vice-President will receive 

all rights and duties of the President until the most immediate elections, where a new President is 

necessarily elected once more. 

 Responsible for monitoring the growth of ISU and the Executive Board members.  

 Serve as integral part of the Executive Board, assisting other Executive Board members in ensuring 

that the goals, objectives, and intentions of the ISU Agder are acted upon and fulfilled in a 

reasonable period of time. 

 Oversees the organization of social activities and assist the Social Officers 

 Work on fund-raising activities (coordinates with treasurer) 

 Encourages coordination with other student unions to combine events 
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Vice President of Public Relations: Min Zhang (China) 

Contact: 94424847, zhangminvsjoy@gmail.com 

 Responsible for making ISU Norway visible through media (Facebook, Instagram, and other 

avenues as such) 

 Oversees and coordinates positive propaganda of ISU through footage of important events as well 

as music videos to further the reputation and professionalism of ISU Agder 

 The vice president of Public Relations will be leading the work of campaigns of international 

relevance as well as leading the contact with other students’ organizations in the world; together 

in coordination with the Social Officer 

 Focus on expansion of ISU Agder through media 

Treasurer: Mikael Paavola (Norwegian) 

Contact: 93072669, mantpaa@gmail.com 

 Maintains and controls the finances of ISU 

 Co-signs the bank account, responsible of ISU Agder finances with the president 

 Focus on fund raising activities 

 Integral in their work with ISU Agder in writing comprehensive accounts to be presented to the 

executive board 

 Presents the budget and the accounts at the General Assembly 

 Most vital task of providing Excel Spread Sheet of Budget and the possible event scenarios 

suggested and coordinated with the rest of the executive board 

 Advise the president on financial matters 

 A Financial Report that shall be submitted to the Executive Board and ISU Norway at the 

conclusion of every semester 

 It is the Treasurer Responsibility to provide proper training to the next elected treasurer at the outset 

of each academic year, in order to ensure continuity of ISU Agder 

Communications Officer: Sara Calvache (Norwegian) 

Contact: +47 46826229, sara.scg@gmail.com 

 Each semester to host a number of activities each month for international students, including, but 

not limited to, dances, dinners, and other forms of social gatherings. Work to schedule events such 

as lectures, trips to museums, or sightseeing each semester. 

 Responsible for upcoming Winter Dinner  

 Is responsible for efforts of the activities and events organized by ISU Agder. 

 Is responsible for maintaining the facebook group/profile/page, and other online visibility in 

coordination with Vice President of Public Relations 

 Encourage and expand media possibilities for ISU Agder (Facebook, Instagram, Website) 

 Is responsible for finding a webmaster for ISU Agder 
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 To coordinate programs and events where international and Norwegian students can interact on a 

frequent basis. 

 Work actively to organize activities, both on and off campus that all international students 

 may participate in. 

 It is the Social Events Office responsibility to provide proper training to the next elected  Social 

Events Officer at the outset of each academic year, in order to ensure continuity of  ISU 

Agder. 

Secretary: Kalpanie Mendis (Sri Lankan) 

Contact: 94425769, kalpaniemendis89@gmail.com  

 Write the minutes of all meetings, distributing them to the Executive Board members and 

 noting the attendance at the Executive Board meetings. 

 Maintain an updated list of all ISU Agder members. 

 Assisting the President in writing reports. Keep and take care of ISU Agder correspondences, files 

and email account. 

 Send the notices and agendas on time. 

 Serve as integral part of the Executive Board, assisting other Executive Board members in 

ensuring that the goals, objectives, and intentions of the ISU Agder are acted upon and fulfilled in 

a reasonable period of time 

 

Public Relations Officer: Daniela Vandor (Romanian) 

Contact: +40743187813, danielavandor@gmail.com 

 write articles to the student newspaper about ISU and its activities; inform the student about the 

news and activities in ISU through media. 
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ACTIVITIES HELD BY ISU AGDER 

Marivoll Camping Trip 8/11/15 

A well learned traveler who resides in Grimstad has recommended this lovely spot for an excursion to see the most 

beautiful parts of Southern Norway. Just within sight of Grimstad.  

10 went. Although few people could make it due to the early time of the event, the pictures taken provided a great 

promotional opportunity for the not so known ISU Agder at the time.  

Waffle/Coffee hour 

Approximately 40 people came to this event. It was very successful. This was inspired by an ESN event. Good 

relations were made with ESN although they continue to be competitive locally with ISU.  

Northern Lights 18/11/15 

15 went. A Frenchman, Tarek Bledard, guided us to a high altitude area for the chance of witnessing the Northern 

Lights in the South of Norway. Although there was a 70% chance of sighting that night, there was no sighting of 

the elusive lights. However, it was a night shared with International students from all over the world. 

Sledding Event 17/01/16 

16 went. The event was organized by first vice president. International students experienced sledding in the snow 

to their great enjoyment for the first time. 

 

Movie and Social Night with Cosmos 28/01/16 

What is Cosmos? 

Hosted by Neil Tyson and produced by Seth MacFarlane. The particular episode presents the international story of 

how civilization came to being across the past few centuries. Free pizza and drinks were served. Afterwards there 

was the social hour with music, theatre games and even acting. 

 

Summary: 

“The Ship of the Imagination travels back in time to reveal 11th century Europe and North Africa during the 

golden age of Islam, when brilliant physicist Ibn al-Haytham discovered the scientific method and first understood 

how we see, and how light travels. Later, William Herschel discovers the infrared and the signature hidden in the 

light of every star, eventually unlocking one of the keys to the cosmos.” 

Promotion Event for Global Talent Week 14/03/16 

There was a promotional stand for the global talent week. This was challenging to do as there was no ISU banner 

available at the time. From contacting the leaders, reaching out Nationally, we were able to acquire a digital 

banner. This banner was then fitted thanks to our social communications officer that could use Photoshop 

professionally. It was not able to get this properly printed, but an A1 sized poster was printed out in paper version 

and used instead 
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PROBLEMS, CHALLENGES AND DEVELOPMENTS 

The greatest challenge and barrier ISU Agder had was promoting itself as it was left with barely any support from 

the previous year. The whole cabinet had resigned except for the President, Farhad. This left, Magnus Lysfjord, 

President of ISU Agder the great challenge of recruiting and building ISU Agder from the ground up.  

Funding: Funding was challenging. I was told in the beginning of 2015 from Farhad that it was impossible to get 

funding from the University. A couple months ago, I made connections with the nest leader of STA Agder. He 

explained to me that we had all the requirements necessary to obtain at least 20,000 NOK from STA by applying 

properly. This was explained clearly to the next likely President of ISU Agder, Mikael Paavola. He has been given 

instructions to how this could be done. 

Website: The webmaster, Tarek Bledard, created an amazing website http://isu-agder.esy.es/past-events.html. The 

time it took to make this website posed a problem for promoting events; however, it will be much more useful next 

year.  

Banner: Without a banner at ISU Agder it is very difficult to publicize events. Although we tried reaching out to 

the National Board, we were not able to receive a banner or funding for a banner for Agder. I believe this should 

be distributed out to every local branch if required. Without it, it is a great barrier to become a bigger union. 

NEXT YEAR 

We hope to obtain the extra 20,000 NOK funding. This will enable us to achieve much greater events that will 

enable a greater audience and much more publicity. The funding and a proper banner is the key to obtaining 

greater publicity in this currently small local branch. We have increased members from approximately 100 to 162 

members this year. There were only about 15 members attending major events last year, now the numbers have 

increased to over 40. This trend is expected to increase dramatically. 
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